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ABSTRACT
It has been established by other authors [1] that the accelerations of the water confined by

the reactor core baffle plates has a significant effect on the responses of all the fuel assemblies
during LOCA or seismic transients. This particular effect is a consequence of the water being
essentially incompressible, and thus experiencing the same horizontal accelerations as the
imposed baffle plate motions. These horizontal accelerations of the fluid induce lateral pressure
gradients that cause horizontal buoyancy forces on any submerged structures. These forces are in
the same direction as the baffle accelerations and, for certain frequencies at least, tend to reduce
the relative displacements between the fuel and baffle plates.

But there is another confinement effect – the imposed baffle plate velocities must also be
transmitted to the water. If the fuel assembly grid strips are treated as simple hydro-foils, these
horizontal velocity components change the fluid angle of attack on each strip, and thus may
induce large horizontal lift forces on each grid in the same direction as the baffle plate velocity.
There is a similar horizontal lift due to inclined flow over the rods when axial flow is present.
These combined forces appear to always reduce the relative displacements between the fuel and
baffle plates for any significant axial flow velocity.

Modeling this effect is very simple. It was shown in previous papers [2,3] that the
mechanism for the large fuel assembly damping due to axial flow may be the hydrodynamic
forces on the grid strips, and that this is very well represented by discrete viscous dampers at each
grid elevation. To include the imposed horizontal water velocity effects, on both the grids and
rods, these dampers are simply attached to the baffle plate rather than “ground”. The large flow-
induced damping really acts in a relative reference frame rather than an absolute or inertial
reference frame, and thus it becomes a flow-induced coupling between the fuel and baffles. This
has a significant effect on the fuel assembly motions and tends to reduce the relative
displacements and impact forces between fuel assemblies and baffle walls.

KEYWORDS: confinement effects, fuel assembly, baffle wall, axial flow, discrete dampers,
velocity coupling, acceleration coupling, lift coefficient, grid, rod, grid elevation, Rayleigh
damping, faulted, mode.
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ACCELERATION EFFECTS

Theory has shown and tests have proven [1,5,6] that in addition to the usual virtual water
mass and coupling effects on submerged structures due to relative accelerations, there can be
significant inertial coupling between components due to rigid-body or confined motion of the
fluid. This aspect of hydrodynamic coupling for solids was described by Fritz [4], and for
rectangular plates more explicitly by Scavuzzo et al. [5]. The total inertial forces exerted by a
confined fluid on the baffle walls and a fuel assembly due to their accelerations might be written
as follows,
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where,
RM is the usual hydrodynamic mass term for relative motions between the

components,
VM is the fluid mass for the total confined volume affected by the baffles, and

DM is the mass of the fluid displaced by the submerged structure.

The forces on the fuel from confinement arise from the DM  term. These are horizontal
buoyancy forces on the submerged structure as a consequence of the horizontal accelerations
imposed on the fluid, just as there are vertical buoyancy forces on submerged structures in a
gravity field. This effect is modeled with coupling mass elements between all the fuel assemblies
and the baffle wall. Rigaudeau [6] recommends diagonal and off-diagonal coefficients of (2.55)
and (–3.55), i.e.,

55.2=DR MM

Note that Scavuzzo also includes DM  in both the 1-1 and 1-2 terms of the matrix
equation above – this certainly restores symmetry to the equations. But any debate about these
terms is a moot point for this application since the baffle motion is typically prescribed by a
system analysis, and imposed on the local model, rather than calculated from equilibrium and the
equations of motion.

VELOCITY EFFECTS

In Reference 2, a theory for the large fuel assembly damping due to axial flow was
proposed. The mathematical model was based on the idea that this damping is due to the
horizontal lift forces on each grid strip caused by the lateral motion at that location. For no axial
flow, the grid strips and rods produce drag forces opposing any lateral grid velocity, and this
gives the usual small in-water damping. But for any significant axial velocity, the Kutta condition
at the sharp trailing edge of a grid strip enforces circulation around the strip, and this causes much
larger lift forces opposing any lateral motion. There appears to be a similar horizontal lift due to
inclined flow over the rods when axial flow is present. These combined forces produce apparent
viscous damping as large as 50% of critical at full flow for some designs.

Using these ideas to derive discrete dampers, the response of a fuel assembly was
computed for a wide range of flow conditions, and the computed responses were practically
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identical to the test results. The horizontal grid lift or damping force due to axial flow was
calculated as follows [2].

FGG xDF &−=

where
aSGG VwhNCD ρπ=

GC is an empirical grid lift efficiency coefficient, 

SN is the number of strips in one direction in a grid,
ρ is the density of the water,

wh, are the height and width of the grid strips, and

aV is the axial fluid velocity.

Figure 1: Grid Lift Force (F) Due to Fuel, Baffle, and Axial Velocities

There was no imposed motion of the shroud surrounding the fluid in the reference axial
flow damping tests. Thus the induced angle of attack was just the inverse tangent of the negative
fuel velocity ( Fx&− ) divided by the axial fluid velocity ( aV ). But in a real reactor, there will be
horizontal velocities of the fluid during faulted transients from the confinement by the baffle
walls, and these velocities ( Bx& ) must be subtracted from the fuel assembly velocity to get the
correct angle of attack. The effective viscous damper operates on the relative velocities between
the fuel assembly and the baffle wall, and this is modeled correctly by simply placing the damper
between these two objects.
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Similar derivations lead to an expression for the damping force on the fuel rods at a node
in the finite element model. The equation given in Reference 7 for this force is of similar form,
but without the relative baffle velocity.

( )BFRR xxDF && −−=

where
aRRR VLdNCD ∆= ρ

RC is an empirical rod lift coefficient, 

RN is the number of rods and guide tubes in the assembly,
ρ is the density of the water,

Ld ∆, are the rod diameter and the length of assembly lumped at this point, and

aV is the axial fluid velocity.

Since there is some damping for no axial flow, there must be a third, constant term ( oD )
in the total damping at a particular node ( TD ). Data reported in Reference 8 shows about 10%
damping at zero flow for both the rod-only and rod+grid tested configurations. The total damping
for each configuration appears to rise linearly with increases in axial flow, which is consistent
with the model herein.
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The grid lift coefficient is between 0 and 1 – perfect 2D flow conditions around each grid
strip would produce 1. But mixing vanes, cutouts for keying windows, etc., probably reduce the
value to 0.5 or less in current designs. The rod lift coefficient can be derived from drag and lift
coefficients for inclined flow along wires from Reference 9. This produces a value of about 0.2,
but direct tests on fuel assembly bundles at realistic Reynolds’ numbers would be much more
reliable. The constant value ( oD ) must at present be determined numerically to match the test
damping at zero flow, which is about 5% critical for current designs at small amplitudes. This
term probably increases linearly with amplitude and that could be important for very large
responses. These coefficients should all be determined and refined by tests.

STEADY-STATE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Transfer functions are computed between the baffle walls and the center of a typical fuel
assembly model, illustrating the effects of acceleration and velocity coupling. The baffle wall is
assigned harmonic rigid-body translations at a succession of fixed frequencies. The lower and
upper ends of the fuel assembly are fixed – thus the only fuel assembly excitation is from the two
types of fluid coupling.

Figure 2 shows the changes in the transfer function as the axial velocity varies from 0%
to 100% of full flow. For 0% flow, there is no flow-induced coupling, the influence is due solely
to the hydrodynamic or acceleration coupling, and the only damping is a nominal in-water 5%
critical. The axial velocity is seen to move the transfer function modulus near 1.0, and this is
desirable for reducing impact forces, provided the components remain in-phase.
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Figure 2: Center Displacement Transfer Function Modulus - |FA|/|Baffle|
Axial Velocities – 0%, 50%, and 100% Full Flow
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But impact forces on fuel assembly grids are of course a consequence of relative
displacements between components which are determined by both amplitudes and phases. Figure
3 shows the relative transfer function for the same variations in axial velocity.

Clearly, flow-induced coupling exerts a strong influence in reducing relative motions at
all relevant frequencies. Even for low flow conditions, or for less effective grid strip hydrofoils
due to features like cut-outs or mixing vanes, the reduction at critical frequencies around the first
mode (3.4 Hz) is quite large. Also note that near the third mode (11.8 Hz), the relative
displacements closer to the ends of the assembly for 0% flow are much larger than these plotted
here for the center, while those for 50% and 100% flow remain low and are practically the same
as plotted.
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Figure 3: Relative Center Displacement Modulus - |(FA-Baffle)|/|Baffle|
Axial Velocities – 0%, 50%, and 100% Full Flow
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BENEFITS

While the previous Section, giving steady-state or particular solutions, is instructive in
showing the relative influences of the two confinement effects, actual faulted conditions will
involve transients and the homogeneous solutions of the differential equations as well. But with
the chaotic and load specific nature of these nonlinear analyses, it is difficult to determine what
reductions in impact forces might be expected with the representations suggested herein. Also, it
turns out that “relative Rayleigh” damping, as implemented in the Framatome-ANP CASAC
code, effects partial coupling to the base of the fuel assemblies. Hopefully, full coupling to the
actual baffle plate elevations will reduce the calculated impacts, but such generalizations cannot
be rigorously quantified at this point. However, other and additional benefits of this method are
clearly evident.
• The viscous damping coefficients are physical, as opposed to generalized quantities. Once

determined, they will be invariant with respect to any other dynamic properties of the fuel,
such as changes in natural frequencies and mode shapes due to irradiation. This is in contrast
to Rayleigh and modal damping which are dependent on other quantities, and to be precise,
must be changed between the BOL and EOL states, even to represent the exact same damping
forces. Since the vast majority of assembly damping is caused by the axial flow, this may be a
significant consideration. Actual EOL testing would be very expensive if not impossible.

• These damping coefficients are likely to be similar for fuel assemblies of very different
character, thus facilitating more reliable analyses, for cross-checking existing designs, and for
new and untested or hypothetical designs. For example, the addition of mid-span mixing grids
probably provides some additional damping and coupling, and the estimation and calculation
of these effects would be quite simple with this method. But even if test data were to confirm
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additional damping and coupling, any system damping, such as modal or Rayleigh, could not
accurately represent these local features.

• The actual damping or coupling supplied to the modes, including rigid body motion and all
the higher modes, is automatically modeled correctly, without requiring testing of each
specific mode or type of behavior. The analyst is not forced to compromise and conform to
the undesirable variations and limitations of Rayleigh or modal system damping.

CONCLUSIONS

A method for including confined water velocity effects in faulted reactor analyses has
been presented. Elements of the method are based on both theory and existing test data. If
implemented, it might lead to more consistent and reliable representations of the fuel, and remove
some conservatism from current methods and models.
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